The Center for Technology & Training (CTT) professional engineers are available to provide over-the-phone, online, or on-site transportation engineering technical assistance, which can include providing recommendations to local agencies on a wide variety of civil-, environmental- and construction-related engineering issues. Recommendations are restricted to providing resources and engineering experience on a limited-term basis. CTT engineers do not act as or in place of an agency engineer. Email ctt@mtu.edu to get started with your tech assist.

Engineers
Tim Colling, PhD, PE, traffic safety and asset management
Chris Gilbertson, PhD, PE bridges/structures
Dale Lighthizer, PhD, PE, traffic safety and traffic engineering
Ingrid Sandberg, PE, geotechnical services, paved and unpaved road design
John A. Sullivan, PE, water/wastewater management and funding
Pete Torola, PE, paved and unpaved road design, construction, and maintenance
Zack Fredin, PE, bridges/structures